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Abstract 
The extensional model in Po9 for the pure ).-calculus, found by Scott in 1976, does not seem 
to have been much used, although it is more concrete than the Do~ models found by Scott in 
1969. The main results presented in this paper are that the model in Po  is actually isomorphic 
to one of the simplest Doo models, and that this domain is unique, in the sense that it is the 
only nontrivial solution to the retract equation d = do--~d, using the specific codings of the Po9 
model. 
1. Preliminaries 
Scott's Pco model is described in [8]. We have Pro = {x Ix c co}, with ro denoting the 
set of  natural numbers. The language LAMBDA [8] will be used to describe elements 
of  Pc,. We shall refer to functions f on Pro as being continuous in Scott's sense. Such 
functions are uniquely coded as elements graph(f )  of Pro: f fraph(f)  = {(n,m) lm E 
f (e , )} ,  where pairs of integers are coded as (n,m) = ½(n + m + 1)(n + m) + m 
and finite sets en of integers as en = {ko,kl . . . . .  ks} ¢~ n -- ~i~0 2k'. In addition to 
the codes being bijective, the following properties will be used: a E es =~ a < s, 
x < (x,y) V (x~<lAy=0)  and y < (x,y) Vx=y=0.  Application of any uEPro  
on any x E Pro is modelled as u(x) -- {ml3en C_x : (n,m) E u}. 
A domain is constructed as the set of  fixed points of a retract, i.e. a continuous 
function f on Pro such that f = f o f .  Given two retracts a and b, the retract ao--,b 
is defined as ao---~b = 2v.b o v o a = 2vZv.b(v(a(x))), and defines a domain isomorphic 
to the space of continuous functions from the domain defined by a to the domain 
defined by b. Scott's extensional model [8] for the pure ~.-calculus [1] is obtained as 
a nontrivial solution to the retract equation d = do--~d. 
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2. Domain uniqueness 
Definition 2.1. Let d be any solution to the retract equation d = do--~d. Then d is said 
to be a reflexive retract, defining a reflexive domain. If we impose the restriction that 
the domain defined by d must not be trivial, i.e. it must contain at least two elements, 
d is said to be a normal reflexive retract. We know by Scott's result [8] that such 
a retract exists, and in the rest of the paper d is assumed to be a normal reflexive 
retract. We refer to the domain defined by such a d, i.e. d(Pog), as D. 
Since applying d to singleton sets of Peg will turn out to be a key to proving 
uniqueness, it will be convenient to use the following notation. 
Notation 2.2. The following abbreviations will be used, provided that no ambiguity 
arises: d({x}) will be written as d(x), d(((s , t )})  as d(s,t), an application {(s,t)}(u) 
as (s, t)u, and similarly for other cases. 
The general strategy of the proof is as follows. In Lemma 2.3, we express d(s,t) 
in terms of expressions involving t and s separately. At the end of the proof, this 
is used to prove Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14, which constitute the induction steps of the 
uniqueness proof. The results up to and including Lemma 2.11 establish that d is 
additive (Theorem 2.8), and the basis cases for the induction (Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11 ), 
and the induction itself is done in Theorem 2.15, proving the result. 
Lemma 2.3. d(s,t) = {(n,m) lm E d(t) A es C d(e,-)}. 
Proof. 
d(s, t) = (do--~d)(s, t)
= Zr.d((s, t)d(x)) 
= {(n,m) lm E d((s,t)d(en))} 
= {(n,m)lm E d({bl3a : (ea c_ d(e.) A (a,b) ~ {(s,t)})})} 
= {(n,m)lm E d({tlesC_d(e.)})} 
= {(n,m)lm~d(t)/XesC_d(e.)}. []
Lenuna 2.4. a = 2x.a ¢~ a = _k V a = T. 
Proof. For a proof, see [8, p. 570]. [] 
Lenuna 2.5. The following equalities hold: 
d(_L ) = ~c.d( £ ), 
d(T) = 2x.d(T), 
d(O) = ~.d(O). 
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Proof. 
a(±)  -- (a~a)± 
= 2x.d(±d(x))  
: Z~.d(_L) ,  
d(T)  = (do - ,d )T  
= ,bc.d(Td(x))  
= Lr.d(T), 
d(0) = (do--~d)0 
= ~x.a(o(a(x))) 
= bc.d((O, O)d(x))  
= ,tx.d(O). [] 
Lemma 2.6. d(_L) = 1 ,  i.e. d is strict. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, we have to show that d(_L) # T. If we had d(J_) = T, 
then since d is monotonic, d would have T as its only fixed point, thus defining a 
trivial domain, a case that was excluded. [] 
Lemma 2.7. Vu E PogVs, t E 09 : (et = es(U) ~ t < s V s<~ 1). 
Proof. We have es(u)C_es(T) = {ml3n  : (n,m) E es}, and by the properties of the 
basis element coding, we must have t<~a i f  we set ea = {ml3n  : (n,m) E e~}, and 
therefore it is sufficient o show that a < s V s ~< 1. 
We know by the basis element coding that 
s = 2(~,m) 
and 
(n,m)Ees 
a= ~ 2 m. 
(n,m)Ees 
For every element (n,m) E es, we know that m < (n,m) V n = m = 0, thus if es 
contains at least one element such that m < (n,m), we are done, since then a < s by 
the sums above. Otherwise we must have s ~<2 ° = 1. [] 
Theorem 2.8. d is additive, i.e. 
Vu E Pco : d(u) = U d(x). 
xEU 
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Proof. Since d is continuous, it suffices to show that for all s E ~o, 
d(es) = U d(x). 
xEe~ 
Induction on s. We have d(es) = (do---~d)es = {(n,m)l m E d(esd(en))}, and by 
Lemma 2.7, i f  we set et = esd(e~), we will have t < s Vs~< 1. I f  s --- 1, the result 
follows trivially, and also when s = O, by Lemma 2.6. Otherwise, by induction we 
may assume that 
d(et) = U d(a), 
aEe, 
and therefore 
d(es) = {(n,m)lm E d(esd(e.))} 
={(n ,m)]mEd(Uxd(en) )}  
\xEes  / 
={ (n'm)lm E u d(xd(en)) since et = esd(en) 




= U d(x). [] 
XEes 
The following lemma is the basis case for d. 
Lemma 2.9. d(O) = T, and if u E D, then 0 E u ¢¢~ u = T. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4, we must have d(0) = _1_ V d(0) = T, and thus it 
suffices to show the contradiction d(0)  = 2- :=> Vx E Pm : d(x) = 2-, and since d is 
additive by Theorem 2.8, that amounts to showing d(0)  = 2_ =~ Vk E 09 : d(k) = 2-. 
Suppose d(0)  = 2-. Induction on k = (s, t), For k = 0, we already know d(k) = 2- 
by the assumption. 
Now suppose k > 0. By Lemma 2.3, we have d(k) = d(s,t) = {(n,m)lm E 
d(t) A es C d(e,)},  with t < k, by the properties of  the coding, since k > 0. Thus we 
know by induction that d(t) = l ,  implying d(k) = 2-. 
Suppose u E D, i.e. u = d(u). I f  u = T, trivially, 0 E u. If  0 E u, then T = 
d(O) C_ d(u) = u, by monotonicity; hence u = T. [] 
We have now extracted the basic properties of d needed for showing the uniqueness 
of  d. The proof will be a simple induction, but first we need some auxiliary notation 
and some lemmas enabling us to perform the details of  the proof. 
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Notation 2.10. For any retract f and x E 09, f ' (x )  is an abbreviation for {k E co Ix E 
f (k)}.  
The following lemma is the basis case for dt. 
Lemma 2.11. d'(O) = {0}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, d'(0) = {k 10 E d(k)} = {k I d(k) = T}. We know that d'(0) 
is nonempty, since 0 E d'(0) by Lemma 2.9. Let k = (s,t) be the least integer in 
d'(0) such that k > 0, thus d(k) = T. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3, d(k) -~ d(s,t) = 
{(n,m)lm E d( t )A  e~ C_d(e,)}, and since d(k) = T, in particular, 0 = (0,0) E d(k), 
i.e. 0 E d(t) A es C_ d(L) ,  and then by Lemma 2.6, s = 0. 
Since 0 E d(t) we have t E d'(0), and t < (s,t) v t : 0. Since k = (s,t) > 0, we 
must have t > 0 since s = 0 and consequently t < (s,t) = k, contradicting the choice 
of k. [] 
Proposition 2.12. es C_ d(en)  ¢¢" Va E e~ 3b E e~ " a E d(b).  
Proof. (::>) Suppose e~ C_d(e~). By Theorem 2.8, d is additive, and thus 
es c_ U d(x). 
xEen 
Each a E es now must be contained in d(b) for at least one b E e,. 
(<::) Suppose Va E es 3b E e~ : a E d(b). By monotonicity, we must have es C_ d(en). 
[] 
The following lemmas define d and d' recursively in terms of one another on sin- 
gleton sets, and this is what is left before we can prove the main result. 
Lemma 2.13. d(s,t) = {(n,m)lm E d(t) A Va E es " d'(a)f~e, ~: 0}. 
Proof. 
d(s,t) = {(n,m)lm E d(t) A e~ C_d(e~)} (Lemma 2.3) 
= {(n,m) lm E d(t) A Va E es 3b E e~ : a E d(b)} (Proposition 2.12) 
= {(n,m)lm E d(t)/x Va E e~" {kla E d(k)} N e~ ~ 0} 
={(n ,m) lmEd( t )AVa~e, :d ' (a )ne ,~O }. [] 
Lemma 2.14. d'(s,t) = {(n,m) lm E d'(t) /x e, c UaEe~ d(a)}. 
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Proof. 
d'(s,t) = {(n,m)l (s , t  ) E d(n,m)} 
= {(n,m) i (s , t )  E ( (a ,b) lb  E d(m) Ae,  C_d(ea)}} (Lemma 2.3) 
= {(n,m) l t  E d(m) A en C_ d(e,)} 
={ (n 'm) lmEd ' ( t )Ae"C-Ud(a)  }aEes  (Theorem 2.8 ). [] 
Theorem 2.15. Let d and e be normal reflexive retracts. Then d and e define the 
same domain. 
Proof. We will prove Vk E 09 : d(k ) = e(k ) A d'(k ) = e'(k ). The result then follows, 
since d is additive by Theorem 2.8. 
Induction on k = (s,t). By Lemma 2.9 we know that d(0) = e(0) = -I-, and by 
Lemma 2.11 that d~(0) = e'(0) = {0}. For the induction, suppose k = (s,t) > 0. We 
first have 
d(s,t) = {(n,m) [m E d(t) A Va E e~ : d (a )  M e, ¢ O} (1) 
by Lemma 2.13, and since a < s<~(s,t) = k, by induction we may assume that 
d'(a) = e'(a) for every a E es. Similarly, t < (s,t) = k, since k > 0. By induction, 
we have d( t )= e(t), and therefore by (1) 
d(s,t) = {(n,m)[m E e(t) A Va E es : e'(a)Men ¢ O)} = e(s,t). 
By a similar argument, using Lemma 2.14, we get d'(s,t) = e'(s,t), and the result 
follows. [] 
Since it is easily shown that whenever two reflexive retracts d and e are extensionally 
equal, they are also identical as sets of integers (d = do--~d = 2v2x.d(v(d(x))) =
2v2x.e(v(e(x))) = eo--*e = e), the uniqueness result in fact contradicts a statement by 
Scott [8] (given without a proof), that "there are many other fixed points" of the retract 
equation d = d~--,d (except for the nontrivial one constructed). 
3. Isomorphism with one of the D~ models 
We will prove that one of the D~ domains obtained by the inverse limit construc- 
tion is isomorphic to the D domain of the previous section. The D~ construction is 
described e.g. in [7]. By a result of Plotkin [4], we already know that the D domain 
is isomorphic to some D~ (because very model as an algebraic omplete lattice with 
continuous functions is). 
For the initial complete lattice, Do, we will choose the two-point lattice {_1_, {0}}, 
defined by the retract 0 = {(2n + 1,0)In E co} (the idea is from [5] and [3]). This 
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retract maps elements of Pco containing 0 to {0} and other elements to _1_. The lattice 
Di+l of continuous functions on the preceding lattice Di is defined recursively as the 
fixed points of the retract 6i+1 = ()io---*()i, with 60 = 6. 
The general inverse limit construction of a Doo domain uses the following connecting 
maps between the lattices in the sequence: 
C~o(x) = 2y ~_ Do.x, x ¢ Do, 
IP0(x') =x'(-Lo0), x' • D]; 
~3n+l (X)=f t~nOXOl~tn  , x E O.+l, 
~kn+l(x') = ~b. ox' o ~bn, x' E Dn+2. 
We may now use the following theorem by Sanchis (slightly reformulated and spe- 
cialised for P~). 
Theorem 3.1. Let L be any complete lattice and Fo,F1 .. . . .  Fn .... be a sequence of 





is also a retract, definin9 a domain which is isomorphic to the inverse limit of  the 
domains Di with the followin9 maps: 
qS~(x) =FI(x), x E Do, 
ff~(x') =Fo(x'), x' G D1; 
~bPn+l(x) =F,~+2(x), x E Dn+l, 
~P'.+l(x') =Fn+l(x'), x' e D,~+2. 
We also have F = Fo--~F. 
Proof. For a proof, see [5, p. 353, Section 4], and for the last result, that F = Fo--+F, 
[5, p. 355, Section 5, subsection 1]. [] 
Part of this result is also stated by Scott [8], but with no proof included. 
Since we may easily verify 0i C0i+1, by Theorem 3.1, with Po9 as the complete 
lattice L, the domain defined by the retract 
oc 
60o =U 6, 
i=O 
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will be isomorphic to the inverse limit of the domains defined by the 0i's, using as 
connecting maps 
~(x)  = 61(x), x ~ Do, 
~,~(x') = 6o(X'), x' ~ D1, 
~'.+l(x) = 6.+2(x), x c D.+I, 
l # ^ # X I 0,+l(x ), D,+2, 
and we have 0oo = 0ooo--+0oo (that 0~¢ = 6~o- - ,6~ was also shown by Jonsson [3]). 
What we have to prove is that these maps are the same as the original connecting 
maps ~bi and ffi above, since then, by our uniqueness result (as Do~ is nontrivial), 0oo 
and d define the same domain. 
Theorem 3.2. D and D~, obtained with {_1_, {0}} as the initial lattice Do, are lattice 
isomorphic. 
Proof. We show that the maps above are the same. 
Encoding by retracts the domains required for the maps, we want to prove 
61(0(x)) = 2y.0(x), 
6(61(x')) = 61(x')(_L), 
6.+z(O.+l(x)) = 6.+1 o 6.+l(x) o 6. o 6.+,, 
6.+1(6.+1(x')) = 6. o 6.+z(x') o 6.+1 o 6° 
for all x,x' 6 P¢o. Note that we write 0 instead of {0}, as in the language LAMBDA, 
and that we have 0(x) = (0,0)(x) = {0} for all x 6 P~o. 
We first prove the basis cases. First suppose 0 6 x. 
01(0(x)) = 01(0) = 6 o (0,0) o 6 = 2y.6(0) = 2y.0(x). 
Now suppose 0 '6 x. 
61(6(x)) = 61(J-) = 6 o ± o 6 = Xy.6(±) = ,ty.6(x). 
Suppose 0 6 x'. 
6(61(x')) = 6(0) -- 0, 
61(x')(x)  = 6(x' (6(±)))  = 6(x ' (±))  = 60)  = 0. 
Suppose 0,6 x'. 
6(61(x')) = 6(Xu.6(x'(6(.)))) = 6({(n,m)lm e 6(x'( f (e.)))}) .  
By the definition of (), this could only be # _L if 0 E 6(x'(0(0))), and since 6 is 
strict and 0 '6 x', 6(61(x')) = _L. 
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We also have, by a similar argument, 
61(x')(i) = 6(x'(6(_L))) = 6(x'(_L)) = ±. 
We now prove the remaining equalities. 
0,,+2(6,,+1(x)) = O,,+l o O,,+l(x) o 6,,+1 
=O.+l  oO. oxo6 .  oO.+l 
-6 .+1o0.  oxo( ) .o0 ,  o6.+1 (6. is aretract) 
O.+l(6.+2(x') )= 
6,,+1 o 6,,+l(x) o 6,, o 6.+1, 
6,, o 6,,+2(x') o 6,, 
6,, o 6,,+1 o x' o 6,,+1 o 6. 
O. o O.+i o x' o O.+i o O.+i o O. 
6,, o 6,,+2(x') o O,,+~ o 6,,. [ ]  
(0n+i is a retract) 
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4. Conclusions 
The uniqueness of the retract d that we found in Section 2 is interesting, but since 
the proof depends heavily upon the specific codings of the P~o model, it remains to 
investigate whether a similar uniqueness can be obtained using other codings. For 
succeeding with an induction similar to the one employed here, at least the restriction 
to basic codings [6] seems to be required. In the general case, however, we can find 
several nonisomorphic reflexive domains (see e.g. [7]). 
The second result, that the domain in Po9 is isomorphic to one of the simplest Do~ 
models, allows us to use properties of this model for the model in Pog, e.g. those in 
[9], and since the P~o model is more concrete than the D~ models, one may more 
easily analyse its properties. 
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